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Abstract: Extensive use of unmanned aerial vehicles (commonly referred to as a “drone”) has posed
security and safety challenges. To mitigate security threats caused by flights of unauthorized drones,
we present a framework called SENTINEL (Secure and Efficient autheNTIcation for uNmanned
aErial vehicLes) under the Internet of Drones (IoD) infrastructure. SENTINEL is specifically designed
to minimize the computational and traffic overheads caused by certificate exchanges and asymmetric
cryptography computations that are typically required for authentication protocols. SENTINEL
initially generates a flight session key for a drone having a flight plan and registers the flight session
key and its flight plan into a centralized database that can be accessed by ground stations. The
registered flight session key is then used as the message authentication code key to authenticate the
drone by any ground station while the drone is flying. To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed
scheme, we implemented a prototype of SENTINEL with ECDSA, PBKDF2 and HMAC-SHA256.
The experiment results demonstrated that the average execution time of the authentication protocol
in SENTINEL was about 3.1 times faster than the “TLS for IoT” protocol. We also formally proved
the security of SENTINEL using ProVerif that is an automatic cryptographic protocol verifier.
Keywords: unmanned aerial vehicle; authentication; key management; digital certificate; internet of
drones

1. Introduction
Unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs), also referred to as drones, have been primarily used for military
purposes such as observing the enemy. Recently, they have used in civilian such as delivery services
and entertainment [1,2]. Due to the increase in the use of drones, the threats caused by the drones
might also arise. Indeed, there are several security and safety issues raised by drones in the real world.
In 2015, a drone crashed on the grounds of the White House [3]. That drone, DJI Phantom FC40,
was too small and flying too low to be detected by radar. Although this incident was the result of
an unintentional and inadvertent mistake, this happening demonstrates that drones can be used for
military operations (e.g., delivering explosives and spying on people and buildings).
To mitigate security risks caused by such (unknown) drones, we need to verify the identities
of flying drones in real-time and prevent the flights of unauthorized drones. Recently, the concept
of the Internet of Drones (IoD) was introduced as a network architecture to coordinate the access of
drones in the airspace. In the IoD environment, each drone is always connected to a ground station
associated with a fly zone using the Internet connection based on a cellular network such as LTE and
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5G network. Figure 1 shows the communication channels between drones and ground stations in
the IoD environment. Whenever a drone enters a new fly zone (Fly Zone j in Figure 1), the ground
station in the fly zone checks whether the drone is authorized to fly in that zone using a security
protocol. We assume that a 5G network connection is provided for the communication between the
drone and the ground station. Based on the 5G network, a secure communication channel can be
established between them. However, such a secure communication channel alone is not sufficient
to detect flights of unauthorized drones that are capable of using the 5G network. To detect them,
we need to additionally check whether a detected drone in a fly zone is authorized or not. That is,
an authentication protocol for drones is required. Unlike typical IoT protocols, the protocol in IoD
is required to satisfy several requirements, such as real-time authentication and scalability. In IoD,
numerous drones would be operated simultaneously. Therefore, the authentication protocol for IoD
should be scalable to be able to cope with the increasing number of drones. However, in several existing
IoT protocols (e.g., [4–6]), a trusted third party is required while performing the authentication process.
In this paper, we aim to design a highly scalable protocol to process a massive number of drones
concurrently without relying on a single server. Moreover, the ground station should authenticate
drones as fast as possible by using a short message and reducing the number of communications for
real-time authentication. Therefore, we aim to develop a lightweight authentication protocol using a
MAC (message authentication code) scheme with the new concept of the flight session key.

 










Figure 1. Communication channels between drones and ground stations in IoD.

Many security protocols (e.g., [7–9]) have been developed for authentication. Among them,
digital certificate-based authentication mechanisms are more preferably used to authenticate devices
and hosts on public communication channels such as the Internet. Notably, many Internet of
Things (IoT) standards such as OCF (Open Connectivity Foundation) [10] and IoTivity [11] adopt a
certificate-based scheme to authenticate IoT devices and establish secure sessions between them
without user intervention. In theory, certificate-based authentication seems a neat solution for
unmanned aerial vehicles (i.e., drones). However, to deploy such an existing certificate-based
framework in the IoD environment, we need to address a challenging issue – certificate-based schemes
are too expensive in resource-constrained drones with respect to communication overhead, power
consumption, and memory footprint. First, it takes much time to exchange certificates between
devices [12]. Therefore, we should avoid doing the certificate exchange process as many as possible.
Second, asymmetric cryptography used in certificate-based schemes is significantly slower and
requires more power consumption than symmetric cryptography [13]. Therefore, it seems better
to use symmetric cryptography instead of using asymmetric cryptography. Third, since the size of
a digital certificate is quite large, it could be a burden for resource-constrained drones. Currently,
X.509 v3 [14] is most popularly used as the de facto standard of digital certificates, and its size is about
1 KB–1.5 KB on average [15]. However, because the X.509 v3 certificate was initially designed for
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computers and servers with sufficient resources, thus it is desirable to develop a lightweight certificate
format that is viable for IoD.
In this paper, we propose an authentication framework named SENTINEL (Secure and Efficient
autheNTIcation for uNmanned aErial vehicLes) for IoD to provide mutual authentication between
drones and ground stations. To avoid the computational and traffic overheads caused by certificate
exchanges and asymmetric cryptography operations, we introduce the idea about the flight session
key between a drone and a ground station created by the key agreement protocol between them
once the drone takes off. The flight session key is used as a MAC (message authentication code) key
for efficiently authenticating drones in subsequent sessions whenever authentication is needed. To
provide a secure key agreement protocol, we build public key infrastructure (PKI) using a lightweight
certificate format that is more suitable for the IoD environment than the conventional X.509 certificate
format.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
•

•

•

We propose SENTINEL (Secure and Efficient autheNTIcation for uNmanned aErial vehicLes)
to provide mutual authentication between drones and ground stations. SENTINEL initially
generates a flight session key for a drone having a flight plan and registers the flight session key
and its flight plan into a centralized database that can be accessed by all ground stations. The
registered flight session key is used to authenticate the drone by ground stations as the MAC key
while it is flying (see Sections 4 and 5).
We designed a lightweight certificate format that is suitable for IoD environments. Compared
to the conventional X.509 v3 certificate, the proposed certificate is designed to contain only
minimal information required to build public key infrastructure in IoD environments. To further
reduce the size of certificates, we adopt a binary format in the proposed certificate, instead of a
human-readable text format adopted in X.509 v3 certificates. Our results show that the size of the
proposed certificate was about 3.7 times smaller than the size of a typical X.509 v3 certificate (see
Section 6).
We implement a prototype of SENTINEL to show its feasibility and efficiency. Our results
demonstrate that the execution time of the authentication protocol in SENTINEL is 3.1 times faster
than the “TLS for IoT” protocol on average (see Section 7). We also formally verify the security of
SENTINEL using ProVeif, which is a formal verification tool (see Section 8).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview of the related
work. In Section 3, we provide background knowledge such as terminology, notations, and present
the threat model considered in this paper. In Section 4, we describe the overview of SENTINEL.
In Section 5, we present the protocols for key generation and authentication. In Section 6, we present
the digital certificate structure used in SENTINEL. In Section 7, we present the experimental results to
show the efficiency of SENTINEL. In Section 8, we formally verify the proposed framework using a
verification tool called ProVerif. Finally, in Section 9, we discuss conclusions.
2. Related Work
2.1. Security and Privacy in IoD
Gharibi et al. [16] proposed the concept of the Internet of Drones (IoD), which is a layered network
architecture to coordinate access of drones to controlled airspace and provide navigation services.
The proposed architecture is composed of five layers, including airspace, node-to-node, end-to-end,
services, and applications, and each layer is responsible for providing its services to the upper layers.
Lin et al. [17] discussed security and privacy concerns that should be considered in IoD environments,
such as the authentication of drones and ground stations, the identity and location privacy of drones,
the confidentiality of data outsourced from drones into the cloud and secure data sharing among
collaborating drones, and also proposed solutions to ensure the identity and location privacy of
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drones and the confidentiality of outsourced data. Ni et al. [18] also proposed a scheme to ensure
the location privacy of each device by encrypting its location information using Elgamal and AES.
The authentication framework for drones in [19] provides preserving the privacy of drones’ identities
and locations. The user authentication approaches in [5,6] also ensure the anonymity of users whose
identities are verified by drones.
2.2. Authentication among Drones, Ground Stations, and Other Parties
Besides the drone incident mentioned in Section 1, several other incidents were motivating
drone authentication for detecting suspicious/unauthorized drones within fly zones. In July 2018,
Greenpeace members intentionally crashed a drone into the nuclear plant facility in Lyon, France,
to warn the vulnerabilities of critical infrastructures against attacks [20]. In December 2018, there was
another serious incident at London Gatwick Airport, where the airport was shut down for about 30
hours due to the unknown drones around the runway, which resulted in disrupting approximately
1000 flights and 140,000 passengers [21]. In August 2016, there was a malicious attempt using a drone
to secretly film a victim entering the PIN and withdrawing money from an ATM to identify the victim’s
PIN [22] eventually. All these incidents demonstrate that it is critical to detect and disable flights of
unauthorized drones.
Several studies focused on designing secure and efficient authentication schemes for drones,
ground stations, and other smart objects (e.g., sensors). Won et al. [23] proposed a suite of cryptographic
protocols to provide an authenticated key agreement between drones and smart objects in smart city
environments to enable secure communications in three different communication scenarios including
one-to-one, one-to-many, and many-to-one. The authors mainly focused on designing protocols
without relying on public key infrastructure. Tian et al. [19] proposed an authentication framework
for secure communication between drones which utilizes an online/offline signature scheme and
the assistance of mobile edge computing technology. Besides secure authentication, the proposed
approach also considers preserving the privacy of drones’ identities and locations. Chen et al. [24]
proposed an authentication system for IoD environments to provide mutual authentication among
system entities such as drones, operators, and ground stations. To be specific, this approach relies
on the coordination of the trusted authority center which issues public/private key pairs for system
entities, and a ground station decides whether to approve the flight path of a drone or not through
mutual authentication between the drone and the ground station as well as between the operator
of the drone and the ground station. Although these approaches also use a simplified public key
infrastructure for issuing keys to system entities along with digital signatures, they did not take
into account the computational and communication overheads introduced by exchanging keys and
signatures and performing signature operations. Unlike these approaches, our approach minimizes
the use of expensive certificate-based authentication only for the initial authentication of each drone
to generate a flight session key. Drones can use a more lightweight authentication scheme with the
flight session key for all subsequent sessions to reduce the authentication overheads. Our approach
also uses a lightweight certificate format that is more suitable for resource-constrained drones than the
conventional X.509 certificate format.
2.3. Authentication between Users and Drones
Several researchers studied user authentication to allow only authorized users to access data
available on remote drones. Srinivas et al. [5] proposed a user authentication mechanism for drones
that jointly uses the mobile device, password, and biometric of a user as multiple authentication factors.
The proposed authentication mechanism is based on temporary credentials to ensure user anonymity
in addition to restricting unauthorized access to drones. Zhang et al. [6] proposed a lightweight
cryptographic protocol to provide mutual authentication and key agreement between users and drones
by using only cryptographic hash functions and XOR operations. The proposed approach additionally
requires the intervention of a control server. Wazid et al. [4] presented a comprehensive review of user
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authentication mechanisms to drones in IoD environments. These studies have mainly focused on
obtaining the authority of controlling drones through authentication between drones and remote users
via ground stations, which are assumed as trusted authorities. Unlike these approaches, the main
focus of our work is to check whether a drone in the fly zone obtains the authorization of flight or not
through the authentication between drones and ground stations.
3. Background
To provide a better understanding of the proposed framework, SENTINEL, we introduce the
terminology and notations used in the remaining sections. We also describe the threat model that we
consider in this paper.
3.1. Terminology and Notations
We use the following terms throughout the paper.
•

•
•

•

Drone is an entity (known as an unmanned aerial vehicle, UAV) designed to be flown either
through remote or autonomous controls using embedded software and sensors. In this paper,
a drone is recognized as authorized one when a ground station successfully verifies the authenticity
of the drone.
Ground station is an entity that allows drones to communicate with other drones using a 5G
network and has the role of tracking the locations of (authorized) drones during their flight.
Certificate authority (CA) is an entity which performs two roles. The first role is to issue a
certificate to drones and ground stations. Another role is to confirm whether the certificate is
revoked by comparing the certificate with the certificate revocation list.
Operator is a person or a company that wants to control a drone. It requests a certificate for her
drone to CA. After having the certificate, it has to install the certificate on the drone. We assume
that each drone has a unique certificate issued by a legitimate CA.
We use the following notations in the description of security protocols in Table 1.
Table 1. Notations used for the protocols in SENTINEL.
Notation

k
idd
f pd
nd
n gs
certd
cert gs
sk d
sk gs
pk d
pk gs
pk ca
Sig
Enc
Dec
PBKDF
pms
kd
k gs
HMAC
Hd
Hd0
msgd

Description
Concatenation operation
Identity of drone d
Flight plan for drone d
Nonce of drone d
Nonce of ground station gs
Certificate of drone d
Certificate of ground station gs
Private key of drone d
Private key of ground station gs
Public key of drone d
Public key of ground station gs
Public key of CA ca
Signing function
Encryption function
Decryption function
Password-based key derivation function
Pre-Master-Secret key
Flight session key for drone d
Flight session key for ground station gs
Hash-based message authentication code function
Hash value computed by drone d
Hash value computed by ground station gs
Message of drone d
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3.2. Threat Model
We consider an unauthorized drone as an attacker. Based on Dolev and Yao’s paper [25], as the
threat model, we use a computationally bounded attacker running in polynomial time, and is not
capable of breaking cryptographic primitives without knowing the key(s) used for those cryptographic
primitives with the following assumptions.
•
•

The attacker can eavesdrop on a public channel. That is, the attacker can steal or drop the message
between drones and ground stations.
The attacker can also send any messages to drones and ground stations.

The attacker’s goal is to deceive a ground station into believing that the messages from the
attacker are authentic (coming from an authorized drone).
4. Overview of SENTINEL
In this section, we describe an overview of SENTINEL whose objective is to verify the authenticity
of drones for detecting unauthorized drones in each fly zone. Figure 2 shows how SENTINEL works
with the four entities—drone, ground station, certificate authority (CA), and operator (described in
Section 3.1)—to achieve the objective of SENTINEL eventually. First of all, the operator obtains a
certificate for the drone he/she owns from the CA (step ‘a. Register’ and ‘b. Certificate’) and installs
the certificate on the drone (step ‘c. Install Certificate’). The ground station also obtains its certificate
from the CA (step ‘a. Register’ and ‘b. Certificate’). After these steps, the drone, its operator, and
the ground station are all registered to SENTINEL. That is, the drone and the ground station can be
identified using the certificates issued by the CA.
Each drone must initially obtain approval of its flight plan about which fly zones it will fly in from
SENTINEL before its flight. This approval procedure is carried out based on the two-party mutual
authentication and key agreement protocol between the drone and the ground station (For more details
of the mutual authentication and key agreement protocol provided by SENTINEL, please refer to
Section 5.1). As shown in step 1 in Figure 2, the drone and the ground station performs the mutual
authentication and key agreement protocol. During this process, the drone also requests an approval
of its flight plan to the ground station. Then the ground station decides whether or not to approve
the flight plan requested from the drone. Consequently, a flight session key for the drone is uniquely
generated through the key agreement protocol between the drone and the ground station. As shown
in step 2 in Figure 2, the approved flight plan, along with the associated drone’s identity and the flight
session key, is stored in the flight information database (‘Flight Info. DB’ in Figure 2), which is shared
by all the ground stations in SENTINEL. By referring to this flight information database, a ground
station decides on whether or not to allow the flight of each drone entering its fly zone. That is, when
the drone moves from “fly zone i” to “fly zone j”, a ground station located in “fly zone j” can identify
and authenticate the drone by accessing the flight information database.
Whenever the drone enters a new fly zone during its flight, it performs an authentication protocol
with the ground station associated with the new fly zone by using the flight session key (see Section 5.2).
For the authentication protocol, the drone first sends a message, including the drone’s identity and
authenticated code value computed with the flight session key to the ground station. After receiving
the message, the ground station retrieves the drone’s flight information (the flight session key and
flight plan approved for the drone) with the drone’s identity from the flight information database.
The ground station then verifies the authenticity of the received authenticated code value with the
flight session key and decides to allow the drone to fly in the current fly zone by checking whether
that fly zone is contained in the approved flight plan.
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Figure 2. Overall process of SENTINEL.

5. Security Protocols in SENTINEL
In this section, we present the security protocols between drones and ground stations showing
to generate a flight session key for drone authentication, and how the ground station authenticates the
drones with the flight session key.
5.1. Mutual Authentication and Key Agreement Protocol
Figure 3 shows the mutual authentication and key agreement protocol initially performed between
a drone and a ground station. We assume that both the drone and the ground station already have
their certificates issued by a legitimate CA (described in Figure 2). In this protocol, the ground station
checks whether the drone is an authorized drone by verifying the validity of the drone’s certificate and
generates a flight session key with the drone, which will be used for authenticating the drone during
the drone’s actual flight.
That is, before taking off, the drone d tries to ask the approval from the ground station gs described
in Figure 3 through the mutual authentication and key agreement protocol. During the protocol, d
and gs perform mutual authentication with their certificates and verifies each other’s certificate by
checking the signature on the certificate. Optionally, both the drone and ground station can check
whether the certificate is revoked using a certificate validation service such as an online certificate
status protocol (OCSP). The details of the procedure for the key generation are as follows.
1.

2.

3.

4.

When a drone d tries to start a flight, d first chooses a random nonce nd using a cryptographically
secure pseudorandom function, and sends the message including drone’s identity idd , nd , drone’s
certificate certd , and drone’s flight plan f pd to a predesignated ground station gs.
On receiving the message from d, gs also chooses its random nonce n gs . Then, gs signs “nd
and n gs ” with the ground station’s private key sk gs . We use Sig(sk gs , nd , n gs ) to represent the
signed message of “nd and n gs ” with sk gs . gs sends the message including the signed value
Sig(sk gs , nd , n gs ) and the ground station’s certificate cert gs .
After sending the messages, gs checks the validity of certd received from d. At the same time,
d also checks the validity of cert gs . Then, d extracts the ground station’s public key pk gs from
cert gs to check the validity of Sig(sk gs , nd , n gs ). As a result, d has a valid n gs which will be used
for generating the flight session key.
gs extracts the public key of pk d from certd . After extracting pk d , gs generates a pre-master-secret
key pms using a cryptographically secure pseudorandom function and then encrypts pms
with pk d , which resulted in Enc( pk d , pms). Then, gs signs Enc( pk d , pms) with sk gs and sends
Sig(sk gs , Enc( pk d , pms)) to d.
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As for the last step, gs concatenates nd and n gs denoted as nd k n gs . Here, random nonces are
used to prevent replay attacks. Then, gs computes a flight session key k d using a key derivation
functions (e.g., PBKDF2 [26] with 10,000 iteration) with pms and nd k n gs together. At the side of
the drone, d first checks the validity of Sig(sk gs , Enc( pk d , pms)) with pk gs . If the signature is valid,
then d decrypts Enc( pk d , pms) with its private key sk d . Finally, d also computes the flight session
key k d using a key derivation function with pms and nd k n gs , which is the exactly same as the key
generation by gs.
After completing the generation of the flight session key k d , gs registers the drone d’s identity idd ,
flight session key k d and flight plan f pd to the flight information database.

If we complete this protocol without errors, gs and d commonly share a flight session key. We will
formally verify the security analysis of this protocol in Section 8.

Figure 3. Mutual authentication and key agreement protocol.

5.2. Drone Authentication Protocol
To be authenticated from a ground station gs, the drone d just uses the flight session key k d that is
already registered to the flight information database that can be accessed by all ground stations. This
scheme can be effective in reducing the communication overhead rather than using a certificate-based
authentication scheme. In this authentication procedure, we consider two authentication scenarios:
(1) the authentication procedure between a drone and a ground station, and (2) the authentication
procedure between a drone and another drone. To authenticate the drone d, a ground station gs
retrieves the registered flight session key k d from the flight information database and then uses k d
to check the validity of authenticated code values computed by the drone d with the same key k d .
Figure 4 shows the first authentication procedure between d and gs.
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Figure 4. Authentication procedure between drone and ground station.

1.

2.

The drone d creates a message msgd that contains the information about the drone d’s (GPS)
location and timestamp. The message also contains the drone d’s identifier idd as the message
sender’s identifier (‘Source ID’) and the ground station’s identifier as the message recipient’s
identifier (‘Destination ID’) in order to prevent replay attacks and man-in-the-middle attacks.
Then, d computes the authentication code Hd using a HMAC (hash-based message authentication
code function) with k d and msgd and sends Hd with the original message msgd to a ground
station gs.
On receiving the message from the drone d, the ground station gs fetches the drone d’s record
with idd from the flight information database and extracts the flight session key k d from the record.
For verifying the validity of the received Hd , gs computes Hd0 = HMAC (k d , msgd ) using received
message msgd and the retrieved flight session key k d . After computing Hd0 , gs compares Hd0 with
the received authentication code Hd . If Hd0 = Hd , gs believes that msgd is not compromised and
the drone d holds the flight session key k d . After verifying the authentication code, gs makes a
decision on whether or not to allow the drone d’s flight entering its fly zone by checking whether
this fly zone is contained in d’s flight plan.
The message structure for the authentication is visually represented in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Message structure for authentication.

We summarize the description of each field in the message as follows.
•

•

•

Source ID. This field represents the message sender’s identity (i.e., the drone d’s identity).
The sender’s identity can be used with the recipient’s identifier to prevent man-in-the-middle
attacks. In our prototype implementation, the size of this field is 4 bytes.
Destination ID. This field represents the message recipient’s identity. In the proposed protocol,
the message recipient can be either a ground station or another drone. In our prototype
implementation, the size of this field is 4 bytes.
Timestamp. This field represents the time when the message was created. The timestamp can be
used to ensure the freshness of messages. In our prototype implementation, the size of this field is
8 bytes.
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GPS information. This field represents the drone’s current location information based on the GPS
signal. This information can be used to trace the drone’s location. In our prototype implementation,
the size of this field is 24 bytes.
Authentication code. This field represents the authentication code computed as Hd =
HMAC (k d , msgd ). The authentication code is used to ensure message authenticity and integrity.

The proposed protocol can be extended to deal with the drone-to-drone authentication protocol.
In the near future, drone-to-drone authentication would be necessary for some situations. For example,
each drone should avoid collisions with other drones during flight. Therefore, it needs to interact
and share its GPS information with other drones in real-time. From the perspective of cybersecurity,
however, faked drone information can be intentionally generated and exchanged between drones [27].
To prevent such malicious activities, each drone should check the authenticity of other drones that
communicate with. SENTINEL can also be a neat solution for drones to communicate with each other
securely.
Figure 6 shows the authentication procedure between a drone d1 and another drone d2 . Because
d1 and d2 do not share a flight session key, the verifier drone d2 checks the validity of the authentication
code delivered from d1 via a ground station gs.
1.

2.
3.

The drone d1 creates a message msgd1 that contains the information about the drone d1 ’s (GPS)
location and timestamp. The message also contains the drone d1 ’s identifier idd1 as the message
sender’s identifier (‘Source ID’) and the other drone d2 ’s identifier as the message recipient’s
identifier (‘Destination ID’). Then, d1 computes the authentication code Hd1 using a HMAC
(hash-based message authentication code function) with k d1 and msgd1 and sends Hd1 with the
original message msgd1 to the drone d2 .
On receiving the message from the drone d1 , the drone d2 relays the message to a ground station gs.
On receiving the message from the drone d2 , the ground station gs fetches the drone d1 ’s record
with idd1 from the flight information database and extracts the flight session key k d1 from the
record. For verifying the validity of the received Hd1 , gs computes Hd0 = HMAC (k d1 , msgd1 )
1
using received message msgd1 and the retrieved flight session key k d1 . After computing Hd0 ,
1
gs compares Hd0 with the received authentication code Hd1 . If Hd0 = Hd1 , gs believes that
1
1
msgd1 is not compromised and the drone d1 holds the flight session key k d1 . After verifying the
authentication code, gs makes a decision on whether or not to allow the drone d1 ’s flight entering
its fly zone by checking whether this fly zone is contained in d1 ’s flight plan. The ground station
gs sends this result to the drone d2 .

Figure 6. Authentication protocol between drone and drone.
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6. Digital Certificate for SENTINEL
Public key infrastructure (PKI) is widely used to verify users and devices by using digital
certificates on public communication channels such as the Internet. The X.509 v3 certificates [14]
are most popularly used as the de facto standard to build PKI-based systems. However, the
conventional X.509 v3 certificates may be too heavy in resource-constrained drones with respect
to communication overhead, power consumption, and memory footprint because they are originally
designed to accommodate comprehensive specifications of digital certificates with various options and
extensibility. Thus we develop a lightweight certificate format that is viable for drones.
Figure 7 shows our lightweight certificate format for SENTINEL. Compared to the conventional
X.509 v3 certificates, the proposed certificate only contains minimal information required to build the
PKI in IoD environments. To further reduce the size of the certificate, we also use a binary format in
the proposed certificate, instead of a human-readable text format adopted in the X.509 v3 certificates.
The followings are the descriptions of each field in the proposed certificate.

Figure 7. Structure of the proposed certificate format for drones.

•
•
•
•
•

•

Version. This field represents a version of the certificate, which may be changed when the
certificate is updated. We set the size of this field to 1 byte.
Issuer’s (CA) Distinguished Name. This field specifies the issuer’s distinguished name. The size
of this field is 2 bytes.
Validity Period. This field specifies the period for which the certificate is valid. This certificate
can no longer be used after being expired. We set the size of this field to 16 bytes.
Subject’s Distinguished Name. This field specifies the distinguished name of the subject, such
as a drone’s identifier and a ground station’s identifier. The size of this field is 4 bytes.
Subject’s Public key. This field contains the subject’s public key, and the length of the public
key can be approximately 91 bytes. Unlike conventional X.509 v3 certificates, this field does not
specify the type of a public key algorithm compatible with the public key because we assume a
fixed algorithm. For drones, we recommend using ECDSA [28] to reduce their computational
overhead.
Issuer’s Signature. This field contains the issuer’s signature on this certificate, which will be used
by recipients to verify the validity of this certificate. The size of this field is approximately 70
bytes.

In this paper, we define the size of each field for our prototype implementation. However, it can
be flexibly adjusted depending on the requirements in PKI applications. Our experiment results in
Section 7.2 show that the size of the proposed certificate was about 3.7 times smaller than the size of a
typical X.509 v3 certificate.
7. Experiments
To show the feasibility and effectiveness of SENTINEL, we implemented a prototype and
evaluated it through several experiments. As a baseline for comparison, we consider the TLS protocol
with client authentication using X.509 v3 certificates, which is especially designed for IoT [29]. We
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will refer to this protocol as “TLS for IoT.” In both implementations of SENTINEL and “TLS for IoT”,
we use ECDSA with SHA-256 which is widely adopted by resource constrained devices in IoT [29].
7.1. Implementation
We used the following cryptographic algorithms and settings in our prototype implementation.
For the digital signature algorithm, we used ECDSA with SHA-256 whose public key size is 256 bits
in both implementations of SENTINEL and “TLS for IoT.” To derive a flight session key, we used
password-based key derivation function 2 (PBKDF2) [26] with HMAC-SHA256, where the number
of iterations was set to 10,000, and the random salt was securely generated with cryptographically
secure pseudorandom number generator (CSPRNG). To compute the authenticated code value of each
drone’s message with a flight session key, we used the HMAC-SHA256. We also used CSPRNG to
generate drones’ nonces (nd ), ground stations’ nonces (n gs ), and the pre-master-secret key (pms).
For a prototype of SENTINEL, we implemented a drone program running on a MacBook Pro
with Intel Core i7-7920HQ (3.10 GHz) running on macOS Catalina and used the 5G network interface
to connect it to the Internet. We also implemented a ground station program running on a desktop
with AMD Ryzen Threadripper 1950X (3.40 GHz) running on Windows 10 Pro and used Ethernet for
network connectivity. For further information, the source code of our implementation is available at
the public GitHub repository (https://github.com/rymuff/drone, see Supplementary Materials). The
following sections present our evaluation results.
7.2. Evaluation—Lightweight Digital Certificate
To see how efficient our lightweight certificate is, we compared the size of our certificate with
a conventional X.509 v3 certificate with necessary fields only and its compressed version using gzip.
As shown in Table 2, the size of our certificate was reduced by 72.73% and 71.56% compared to
the conventional X.509 v3 certificate and its gzip-compressed version, respectively, under the same
cryptographic settings of ECDSA with SHA-256 and a 256-bits public key.
Table 2. Evaluation results of the size of certificates.
SENTINEL

X.509

X.509 (gzip)

186

682

654

Size (bytes)

7.3. Evaluation—Mutual Authentication and Key Agreement Protocol
To evaluate the performance of the mutual authentication and key agreement protocol in
SENTINEL, we measured the message size and the execution time of the entire procedure described in
Figure 3. We also performed the same measurements on the “TLS for IoT” protocol with client
authentication using an X.509 v3 certificate. For both systems, we conducted the same set of
experiments 100 times and took the average. Table 3 summarizes the results. In addition, Figure 8a
shows the distributions of the execution times for the mutual authentication and key agreement
protocols, respectively, in SENTINEL and “TLS for IoT.”
Table 3. Evaluation results of mutual authentication and key agreement protocol.

Time (ms)
Message size (bytes)

Avg.
Std.
Send
Receive
Total

SENTINEL

TLS for IoT

198.06
39.25

359.66
50.80

426
192
618

708
825
1533
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Figure 8. Execution time comparison between SENTINEL and “TLS for IoT.”

For SENTINEL, the average execution time was 198.06 milliseconds with the standard deviations
of 39.25 milliseconds, and the total number of bytes sent and received was 618 bytes. For the “TLS for
IoT” protocol with client authentication, on the other hand, the average execution time was 359.66
milliseconds with the standard deviations of 50.80 milliseconds, and the total number of bytes sent and
received was 1,533 bytes. In comparison, the execution time of SENTINEL was 161.60 milliseconds
faster than the “TLS for IoT” protocol on average. Furthermore, the total number of bytes sent and
received in SENTINEL was 915 bytes smaller than the “TLS for IoT” protocol.
7.4. Evaluation—Drone Authentication Protocol
We also evaluated the performance of the authentication protocol in SENTINEL and compared
it with the “TLS for IoT” protocol with client authentication. We assumed that the size of the
message (msgd ) to be authenticated was 40 bytes. In the case of the “TLS for IoT” protocol with
client authentication, the handshaking procedure was first performed between the drone d and the
ground station gs, and the drone d then creates a message for authentication by signing the message
with its private key sk d , while in SENTINEL, the drone d just computes the message authentication
code using the flight session key without the handshaking procedure. Under this assumption, we
performed measurements on the authentication protocol of both SENTINEL (described in Figure 4)
and the conventional system. As shown in Table 4, the average execution time of SENTINEL was
178.57 milliseconds with the standard deviation of 35.07 milliseconds, and the message sizes were
72 bytes in total. For the “TLS for IoT” protocol, on the other hand, the average execution time was
549.75 milliseconds, with the standard deviation of 84.27 milliseconds, and the message size was
1644 bytes in total. In comparison, the execution time of SENTINEL (178.57 milliseconds) was about
3.1 times faster than the “TLS for IoT” protocol (549.75 milliseconds) on average. Furthermore, the
total size of the messages used in SENTINEL was 1572 bytes smaller than the “TLS for IoT” protocol.
In addition, Figure 8b shows the distributions of the execution times for the drone authentication
protocols, respectively, in SENTINEL and “TLS for IoT.”
Table 4. Evaluation results of drone authentication protocol.
SENTINEL

TLS for IoT

Time (ms)

Avg.
Std.

178.57
35.07

549.75
84.27

Message size (bytes)

Total

72

1644
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8. Security Analysis
8.1. Formal Security Analysis Using ProVerif
To analyze the security of SENTINEL, we present a brief formal security evaluation of the
SENTINEL using ProVerif [30], which is an automatic symbolic protocol verifier, and popularly used
for verifying cryptographic protocols (e.g., [31,32]). First of all, we define a set of cryptographic
primitives F that is used to verify the key agreement procedure. F is used for the drone as well as the
ground station (see the ProVerif code in Listing 1). There are two types of encryption methods: ENC
for symmetric key encryption and AENC for public key encryption. PBKDF is used to create the flight
session key, and salt consists of the nonce of the drone and the ground station.
Listing 1. List of functions required for the key agreement procedure for both drone and ground
station.

Functions :
F={ SIGN , CheckSIGN , SIGN_KEY , SIGN_CERT , GetCERT , CheckSIGN_CERT ,
ENC , DEC , AENC , ADEC , PBKDF }
SIGN ( private key , data ) = signed value .
CheckSIGN ( signed value , public key ) = True or False .
SIGN_KEY ( key , private key ) = singed value .
SIGN_CERT ( certificate , private key ) = singed value .
GetCERT ( signed value ) = certificate .
CheckSIGN_CERT ( signed value , public key ) = True or False .
ENC ( key , data ) = cipher text .
DEC ( key , cipher text ) = data .
AENC ( public key , data ) = cipher text .
ADEC ( private key , cipher text ) = data .
PBKDF ( secret value , salt , iteration ) = hashed value .

Listings 2 and 3 show the procedures performed for key agreement between drone d and ground
station gs. In our ProVerif model, d initially holds its private key sk d , public key pk d , certificate certd
and CA’s public key pk CA . gs also holds its private key sk gs , public key pk gs , certificate cert gs and CA’s
public key pk CA . Both certd and cert gs can be verified using pk CA .
As mentioned in Section 3.2, we set an active attacker who has complete control of the
communication channel between d and gs. The attacker can read, modify, delete and inject messages.
The attacker is also able to manipulate the data. In the step 2a of Figure 3, gs sends its random
nonce n gs along with the drone’s random nonce nd after being signed with the private key of ground
station sk gs . We defined the sign function (denoted as SIGN(private key, data) = signed value)
and used it as Sig(sk gs , signed nonce) in Listing 3. To check the validity of the signed value,
d uses both GetCERT and GetPKEY. In the step 3 of Figure 3, d first obtains gs’s public key pk gs
using GetCERT(received cert gs ) in Listing 2. Then, d uses CheckSIGN(singed nonce, pk gs ) to check
the validity of the singed nonce. To create a flight session key k d , both d and gs use PBKDF(pms,
concatenated nonce (nd kn gs )).
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Listing 2. Procedure performed on drone d for key agreement.

Stored information :
(sk d , pk d , certd , pk CA )
Process : Drone =
ˆ
new id.
new nd .
out ( ch , (id, nd , certd ) ) .
in ( ch , ( signed nonce , received cert gs ) ) .
let cert gs = GetCERT ( received cert gs ) in
let valid cert gs = CheckSIGN_CERT ( received cert gs , pk CA ) in
if cert gs = valid cert gs then
let pk gs = GetPKEY (cert gs ) in
let received nonce = GetMESS ( signed nonce ) in
let valid received nonce = CheckSIGN ( signed nonce , pk gs ) in
if received nonce = valid received nonce then
in ( ch , signed pms) .
let encrypted pms = GetMESS ( signed pms) in
let valid encrypted pms = CheckSIGN ( signed pms, pk gs ) in
if encrypted pms = valid encrypted pms then
let pmsd = ADEC ( encrypted pms, sk d ) in
let k d = PBKDF ( pmsd , received nonce ) in
event acceptsDrone (k d ) .
out ( ch , ENC (s, k d ) ) .

Listing 3. Procedure performed on ground station gs for key agreement.

Stored information :
(sk gs , pk gs , cert gs , pk CA )
Process : Ground station =
ˆ
in ( ch , (id, nd , received certd ) ) .
new n gs .
let concatenated nonce = Conc ( received nonce , n gs ) in
let signed nonce = SIGN ( concatenated nonce , sk gs ) in
out ( ch , ( signed nonce , cert gs ) .
let certd = GetCERT ( received certd ) in
let valid certd = CheckSIGN_CERT ( received certd , pk CA ) in
if certd = valid certd then
let pk d = GetPKEY (certd ) in
new pms gs .
let k gs = PBKDF ( pms gs , concatenated nonce ) in
let signed pms gs = SIGN ( AENC ( pms gs , pk d ) , sk gs ) in
out ( ch , signed \ pms gs ) .
in ( ch , received secret ) .
let decrypted secret = DEC ( received secret , k gs ) in
event termGS (k gs ) .

Listing 4 shows the queries and verification results in ProVerif. To confirm the flight session key
correctly shared, we used two queries. The first query result of RESULT not attacker(s[]) is true
means that the attacker failed to obtain secret s[], leading to the secrecy of the flight session key k d .
This is because the attacker can finally obtain secret s if the attacker obtains k d .
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Listing 4. Attack trace for obtaining the shared key.

Query :
query not attacker ( s [])
query x : key ; inj - event ( termGS ( x ) ) == > inj - event ( acceptsDrone ( x ) ) .
Result :
RESULT not attacker ( s []) is true .
RESULT inj - event ( termGS ( x_79 ) )
== > inj - event ( acceptsDrone ( x_79 ) ) is true .

To check that d and gs share the same flight session key correctly, we defined query x:
key; inj-event(termGS(x))==>inj-event(acceptsDrone(x)) to check whether the key is same
or not. The query result of RESULT inj-event(termGS(x_79))==>inj-event(acceptsDrone(x_79))
is true. indicates that d and gs successfully share the same flight session key for authentication.
8.2. Informal Security Analysis
We also provide a security analysis for SENTINEL against various security attacks. Here we
briefly summarize the security properties that are provided by SENTINEL compared with existing
authentication protocols for IoT or drones based on the threat model (see Section 3.2). Table 5
summarizes the results, demonstrating that SENTINEL provides all the key features for the IoD
environment.
Table 5. Summary and comparison of existing authentication protocols for IoD and our solution
(‘-’ indicates that the paper did not mentioned them and ‘N/A’ indicates that the attack cannot be
performed because there is no session key).
Security Features
Mutual authentication
Pseudonymity/Anonymity
Revocability
Session key agreement
Man-in-the middle attack
Replay attack
Impersonation attack
Known session key attack

Srinivas
et al. [5]

Zhang
et al. [6]

Wazid
et al. [4]

Won
et al. [23]

Tian et al.
[19]

Chen
et al. [24]

SENTINEL

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
-

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
-

3
7
7
3
3
-

7
7
7
7
3
N/A

3
3
7
3
3
3
3
-

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

In the following, we clarify how SENTINEL provides each of the security features mentioned in
Table 5.
•

•

•

•

Mutual authentication. Both the drone and the ground station have certificates issued by CA.
During the key agreement process, both entities exchange their certificates and check the validity
of the certificates. Consequently, the drone and the ground station authenticate each other if their
certificates are valid.
Pseudonymity. During the authentication process, the drone sends a message that contains its
identity in SENTINEL. For preserving the privacy of the drone, a pseudonym can be used instead
of the real identity of the drone. In this way, the ground station can still check if the drone has
been authorized for its flight without exposing the drone’s real identity.
Revocability. As mentioned in Section 5, both the drone and the ground station can check whether
the opposing party’s certificate is revoked using a certificate validation service such as an online
certificate status protocol (OCSP).
Session key agreement. The drone and the ground station perform the key agreement process to
make a flight session key (see Figure 3).
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Man-in-the middle attack. Under the mutual authentication, SENTINEL guarantees to resist
against man-in-the-middle attacks. Both the drone and ground station validate each other using
the certificate.
Replay attack. The timestamp is contained in the message for authentication that represents the
time to create the message. With the timestamp, the message cannot be reused because the ground
station can check the freshness of the message.
Impersonation attack. A malicious drone can try to impersonate a legitimate drone d using
idd and certd . Although the malicious drone uses idd and certd , it is not possible to obtain the
pre-master-secret key without the drone d’s private key.
Known session key attack. Flight session keys are always newly created with random parameters
such as nd , ns , and pms. Therefore, it is not possible to succeed with a known session key attack.

9. Conclusions
We proposed SENTINEL to verify the authenticity of drones for detecting unauthorized drones
in fly zones of the IoD environment. In IoD, it is crucial to authenticate drones in real-time due to
drones’ fast movements, and lightweight protocols are needed for supporting resource-constrained
drones. SENTINEL provides secure and efficient protocols with a lightweight certificate format to
reduce traffic and computational overheads to meet such requirements in the IoD infrastructure.
To demonstrate the feasibility of the proposed framework, we implemented a prototype of
SENTINEL and compared it with the conventional “TLS for IoT” protocol with client authentication.
The experiment results demonstrate that SENTINEL could bring significant benefits concerning
performance. The execution time of the authentication protocol in SENTINEL is about 3.1 times faster
than the “TLS for IoT” protocol on average. We also formally verified the security of SENTINEL using
ProVerif, a well-known protocol verification tool.
Supplementary Materials: The source codes of our implementation are available in the public GitHub repository
(https://github.com/rymuff/drone). The GitHub repository also contains the ProVerif code used for security
analysis of SENTINEL.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:
ASN.1
CA
CSPRNG
DER
ECDSA
GS
HMAC
IoD
IoT
LTE
MAC

Abstract syntax notation one
Certificate authority
Cryptographically secure pseudorandom number generator
Distinguished encoding rules
Elliptic curve digital signature algorithm
Ground station
Hash-based message authentication code
Internet of drones
Internet of things
Long-term evolution
Message authentication code
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OCF
OCSP
PBKDF
PIN
PKI
SHA
TLS
UAV
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Open connectivity foundation
Online certificate status protocol
Password-based key derivation function
Personal identification number
Public key infrastructure
Secure hash algorithm
Transport layer security
Unmanned aerial vehicle
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